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About This Game

Dive into a deep story of corruption, crime and intrigue. Take the role of gritty Police Chief Jack Boyd, and come face to face
with the ugly underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling the drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with a nice stack of bills, or will

he end up broken ... or worse?

Manage your staff, respond to emergencies, and investigate crimes in a city on the brink of chaos. The mafia underworld
maneuvers behind the scenes, sinking their claws ever deeper into the city, even as the mayor is ready to exploit every situation

to his political advantage.

Choose your approach to each situation as it unfolds. Sometimes you’ll be responding to a developing crisis at a crime scene, or
negotiating with Freeburg’s crime bosses. Sometimes you’ll find yourself dodging questions in the press room, or even the

occasional cross-examination in the witness box. Can you keep this pressure cooker from exploding, at least for long enough to
stash away a nice retirement nest egg?

Your mission is clear: make $500,000 in 180 days, before Jack Boyd reaches retirement. How? That’s up to you!

Decisions, decisions! This Is the Police is all about a dark story and how you react to it. Whatever you decide, your
choices will influence the game – and the fate of Jack Boyd.
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The Good, the Bad, and... the Ugly? The Chief of Freeburg's Police Department deals with all kind of people. It is up to
you to find the bad guys, and decide how to deal with them.

Carry out your duties. As head of Freeburg PD, Jack deals with all sorts of challenges every day: responding to
emergencies, managing his officers, defending the department against City Hall and a corrupt mayor, and much more.

Solve Investigations and gather evidence against the criminal gangs of Freeburg.

Deal with the competing powers of the city. Everyone offers you favors, and each one comes at a price.

Rich and fully voiced story: Jack Boyd is portrayed by Jon St. John, the voice of Duke Nukem.
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Title: This Is the Police
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Weappy Studio
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
This Is the Police
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 7800, AMD HD 4600, Intel HD3000 or similiar

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,German,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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When they say Treadnauts is already beautiful and polished, they aren't wrong \u2014 this isn't your stereotypical early access
game. Controls aren't hard to learn but can be a bit wonky at times, for instance with how it treats going upside down you can
catch yourself accidentally going the wrong way. Besides that, everything's smooth and responsive. Sound design is on point, and
stylistically it catches your eye. Great game to play w\/ friends.. This game looked really cool. I was very excited for a new game
from Artifex Mundi because I just love their games. I have 14 of them. But this game.... The story just wasnt really there. I
thought it was all about finding this artifact but I found it within 5 minutes. I wanted to keep trying but I just couldn't keep
playing. I would reccomend buying a different game from artifex mundi they have a lot of really good games, this one just isnt
one of them.. Once again Smokebox has set the bar on quality for Railworks content. If you want top of the line quality in both
form and function, you can't get better than a Smokebox locomotive. This is both a beautiful work of art to look at as well as a
history lesson in it's accuracy as you learn how to operate it correctly. Smokebox puts the "sim" in Train Simulator.. Have
1000h, wont play it anymore. Pysonix belongs now to Epic Games, so:
-RIP community maps
-RIP trading cards
-Welcome to Rocket League battle Royale!. [NOTE: This review needs to be updated. Will update it soon.]

Originally, I decided I wasn't going to buy this game because people said it heavily resembled a mobile game (Microtransaction
City). However, because I love the franchise so much, I decided to ignore the negative reviews and buy the game anyways. Hell,
I even bought the KP DLC. So that's 100 dollars down the drain.

Scores-

Story: 6.5\/10 - The story-line definitely has its flaws. It appears lazily written and confusing in many ways but I was somehow
always excited to see where the story would go next. Also, STOP letting D'Vorah KILL OFF FAN FAVORITES
you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Krypt: 7\/10 - The developers were right to drop the MKX style krypt movement. It's like a game inside of a game! If that ain't
cool, I don't know what is. There's puzzles, secrets, and many easter eggs. On top of that, the majority of the krypt is
randomized, the only things not randomized being chests opened with hearts and very specific items. The RNG for regular
chests was not really a good decision in my opinion.

Kombat: 9\/10 - Great! Fun to get into learning the characters' move-sets. -1 point because some of the movement animations
are lazy. If y'all fix those weird animations then I'll boost this up to 10.

Training: 9\/10 - (Learning frame data, blocking, gauge management, etc...) The tutorials are wonderful for helping new players
(and returning) learn how it all works. The only issue I have is that the tutorials for individual characters are lacking and don't
really teach you how to do decent combos. Just look for character combo guides on YouTube.

Online: 8.5\/10 - It's pretty much the same as MKX's online except they established an easier-to-navigate menu for finding
rooms and KOTH matches. Thankfully NRS did do something about the ridiculous desync issues that would happen randomly,
regardless if the ping was great. (If you're still having desync issues then I'm sorry :L)

AI teams: 8\/10 - Can be fun. Just depends if you invest your AIs fighting points well. You can use these neat little bots to fight
your towers for you, as well as other players' AI teams. It was really something seeing my little
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Kollector AI destroy the opponent and then proceed to fatality the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out of them.
Just a tip for newbies - Invest your AI points into "Rushdown" and "Kombo" (30 points for each). Having them set in these
categories will make it (definitely) easier to conquer towers and (maybe) AI fights.

Kustomization: 9\/10 - Awesome customization choices. I wish they'd make some more clothing for the women that isn't so
covering, though. Not to be THAT person - The base outfits are great and make sense in the story, but there should be a little
more diversity after that. Even bringing back Klassic skins for the ladies would be neato.

New characters: 5\/10 - I do like the looks, move-sets, and voices of the new characters, but they just don't live up to to
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expectations. Cetrion and Geras were nothing more than servants to Kronika. Their characters didn't develop, they just followed
blindly to the very end. Kollector - and don't get me wrong, I love the guy AND he's my main - adds nothing worthwhile to the
story and is also just a servant to Shao Kahn.

Old characters: 8\/10 - I still love all the old characters and I'm glad to see Noob as a playable again.

Gear System: 8\/10 - It's terrible, but I love it.

Kurrencies: 7\/10 - Too many different types of currencies but it's not really the end of the world. For the newbies, or returning
MK players, you'll get the hang of it very quickly.

Towers 9\/10: Towers of Time are typically not difficult to overcome, but sometimes modifiers can be really harsh.

Overall score: [will add later]

Edit: Grammar, wording, and run-on fixes. A bit more elaboration. I did not really proofread the first time I posted.
Edit #2: Score changes, more elaboration [Not done with review, I'm still editing it to accurately reflect latest patches and my
honest thoughts] Will also come back for spelling and grammar fixes. I'm editing this at 6 in the morning with no sleep.
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I've been following this game and liked the promises of the creator. And as I began the game, it seemed promising. However,
the problems showed up almost immediately.

The controls are rough, which is fine: it's an indie game.

There is no initial hint of what to do (it took me almost 10 minutes to figure out where to complete the obvious first objective.)
This is fine: the creator made no bones about not holding hands.

But the problem I have is twofold. First, the existance of minigames for fishing, farming, etc. lead me to believe this is more of
an open-world RPG. That was MY fault, as I realized after rereading the shop description. This is far more of an eastern linear
RPG from what I saw.

What's not my fault is the existance of so many rough edges, blantantly missed bugs, and a main quest that actually broke my
save file. The game feels like a beta or Early Access game, but is claimed to be release ready. I know things can be patched, but
when the main quest can break by picking a very clearly offered dialogue option, I do not feel it is fair to call the game
complete.

I hope the creator can fix this. The minigames are a breath of fresh air in the genre, and I think there might be a good story
behind it. I just don't have time to help QA the game.. alright so i wanted to love this game because its really fun but its plagued
with issues.

pros: graphically beautiful, weapons are pretty good, love the throwing blade. enemies are really cool !! i liked the goat with the
staff reminded me of god of war ! i like the counter sytem alot.

cons: not enough weapons(only three to choose from) and each have thier flaws. the sword is nice medium range but its clunky
ands the hit detections is very offand if you swing randomly it gets glitchy, also the super aim is very off when you swing the cut
swipes at the enenmies ( i could aim at the heads and they would go at the legs. the guns are good long range but are very one
sided, need different ammo types in stead of super. the throwing blade is probably the best weopon in the game, hit detection is
way better and more satisfying than the sword. super is alot better than the other weapons too.

also like to point out that the hits dont feel real, or satisfying and i bet most people are going to be forgetting about the counter
sytem and flailing the sword around aimlesly, which will get you killed. the game almost makes you use the counter system,
because if you dont no matter how many times you swipe your weapon or shoot your gun the dogs or whatever will kill yuou
before you have the chance to think.

i would give this game a thumbs up but the game crashed twice for me and when i reach certain areas during 1 v 1 fights i have
spots where i get the steamm loading screen whgich is a dealbreaker !

6\/10 in its current state , i hope they bring in some patches because it seems like the developer is hand on with the community!
i did get a refund but i will purchase again if the bugs get fixed ! enjoy playign everyone hope you dontr have the saem bugs as i
did. This game is not really Mahjong. It's a matching tile game with mahjong tiles as an option. You can also change the option
to more cartoony tiles that will be easier to match.

Pros:
1. Awesome sounds (music and enviornmental sounds, both very chill)
2. Very beautiful backgrounds environments
3. Simple, relaxing gameplay

Cons:
1. Only two environments and they are static (no movement, especially on the second environment, you can see the water is a
still photo and it kind of takes away from the otherwise awesomeness of the setting)
2. Even though the sounds are great, would be nice to also have an option to listen to my own music
3. You're just matching tiles in the end, would have loved to learn how to play Mahjong

Rating 6\/10 I do recommend for the price, just know what you're getting for your money
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 My personal wish list for this game: A koi pond with fish moving that you can see, hell you could be under water, either way
this would be awesome . On the hole a generally enjoyable experience. I do hope the developer updates this experience later on
as there is a lot of lost potential.

Please allow normal walking options (my personal pet peeve) the current move setup forces you to clip through walls and floors
Better textures,
Different scenery options would really go well to give a better idea of scale and speed (good examples would be flying over the
pyramids and the titanic, inside the hanger and at its maximum altitude.
Animations for the crew and passengers.
Maybe add information points around the ship (toggle on and off) so you can explore the ship at your leisure.. This a great single
player game with excellent graphics.. this game is truly amazing for the price. I dont always like puzzle games but this one is a
huge acception. first off The story is amazing Second the movement is great and third the characters look cool. For two dollars
it is great id even pay 9.99$ for it! BUY IT.. I have played alot of early access Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the
best hands down. It includes multiplayer which is awesome(although given the current market penetration of these devices, I've
never seen more than a couple of people in a game at a time). However, it is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein
as the Mount and Blade series if that were boiled down to an arcade medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of
the vive.
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